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the micro converters also come with a built in headphone jack for
those quiet scenes. micro converters are rock stable thanks to the
new custom blackmagic design chip. the micro converters are also
energy efficient with less power consumption and lower heat
generation. the micro converters have been designed to be highly
reliable with high quality components. the micro converters have a
better exposure meter for more precise adjustments. it has a higher
frame rate for faster dailies. the micro converters are ip67 rated so
they are dust and splash proof. this is a small device to hide your
mac os x build while it is under construction or testing. if you are
using xcode on a secondary partition of your mac os x partition, a
secondary drive might be a good place to hide your development
build. many developers make use of a secondary partition because
the system always quits if the boot process gets interrupted and
does not allow one to access the macos x system partition. using a
secondary drive while building or testing your mac os x builds is
very easy. the device is extremely portable, lightweight,
inconspicuous to the system, and comes in a white or black case.
the device mounts as a regular drive like any other drive. the
kaleidoscope ultra is a highly portable converter for the mac
platform that can be used to convert video to an assortment of sdi,
hdmi and computer capture formats. the ultra's convenient
footprint makes it easy to use in any common broadcast scenario
and in collaboration with any broadcast media. the kaleidoscope
ultra is supplied with a mounting frame and optional mounting
bracket.
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